Although the Nebraska East Union is currently closed, we have so far been able to take advantage of the closure to begin the final phase of the renovation quite a bit sooner than originally planned. Construction continues during our closure and here are the updates:

- 2nd floor work has wrapped up. This includes the decorative railing around the 2nd floor and alcove booths on the Atrium.
- Atrium sitting stair just needs wood finish added and it will be completed.
- 3rd floor fire glass is wrapping up this week.
- 3rd floor demo of the lounge, offices, and former student involvement area are nearly complete.
- Demo of the 1st floor tile and the bowling coaches offices and lounge are wrapping up.
- Framing of the new walls on 1st and 3rd floor are currently underway.
- Work on the exterior patio on 2nd floor is progressing. Pavers should be installed soon.

Please see the renderings of the 1st and 3rd floors to get a sense for what is to come (below). Additionally, photos from this past weekend were shared on the UNL Nebraska Unions Facebook page.